
Giving vs. Receiving: A Confession

One of my favorite places on the Earth has been a former lake bed in the middle of Nevada. Not year round, 
mind you, but just for a week or so at the end of the summer when it is hot as blazes in the daytime and 
freezing cold at night and it has been transformed into a city for tens of thousands of souls seeking the 
"temporary community for radical self-expression" known as Burning Man. [If you've been, please humor 
me...] It's been a while and I'm sure the rules have changed, but back in the day, the rules were: bring in (and 
take back out) everything you need to survive (and to feel free). No cars could leave your campsite, unless 
they were art. And no live ammo. Clothing was optional. For me, the most important rule was: no commerce of 
any kind — no money, no bartering. It was a "gift economy." The theory was that if everyone gave away what 
they had extra, there would be enough for everyone. And people gave like it was nobody's business. There 
was a group from Ireland who raised money all year to build a temporary pub and then give away free 
Guinness Stout all week (B.Y.O.Mug). People drove in with refrigerated trucks and killer sound systems to 
create frozen dance clubs in the heat of the day. People gave yoga classes and built free showers and made 
interactive art. I made an art piece my first year there. It was a blindfolded scuba diver covered in aluminum 
cans — like a consumerist armor against the world. She was installed way out in the middle of nowhere with a 
camp stool for guests to relax on and a book of her life — drawings of her life goals and how close she was to 
checking off the last items. Anyway, I was in my heaven. Sharing art in the desert with a handful of supportive 
friends and giving happening all around me. In all my planning, I spent a lot of time thinking about what I 
would give. Useful but playful treats like water bombs that splashed cold water from your cooler onto people. 
But I mostly focused on the art moments where folks could sit on the camp chair and write in a second journal 
about a time when reaching their goal was more important to them than the experience and the journey. 

One day, I was out checking the installation and, really, spying on whether anyone had wandered out there 
and written anything when a lone bicycle rider approached me out in the middle of nowhere. He said he had 
just made cookies and offered me one. I declined as politely as I could. Rather than ask questions about the 
cookie's contents (for many people drugs are a part of their self-expression), I said I had just had lunch and 
was too full. He was intrigued and asked me what I had eaten. Now I made up a lunch I had not in fact eaten, 
that would be too filling to accommodate even a cookie. Whatever I came up with, he was impressed. He 
asked about a recipe. At my wits’ end, I actually made one up. So many lies! All to avoid a cookie. That's when 
I realized what I was there for. I had done lots of planning on what to give, but zero planning on how to 
receive. Until that festival, I had thought giving and receiving were separate things. You could, for example, 
give to people in need and never (ever) admit to needing anything yourself. If we were testing the model of a 
gift economy, who did I think were the receivers? 

I spent the rest of the week practicing receiving and seeing the joy of so many givers: a young woman on 
roller skates giving away hot pancakes; an ice cold orange offered by a dancer after a disruptive dust storm; 
pasta and movies at a tent called "Spaghetti Western." And Guinness, of course. My graduation moment 
happened on the last day. I was strolling across the desert in a flowing orange silk gown with the burgundy 
weave my friend Donna had put in my hair, and a woman came speeding up to me in a golf cart that was built 
out into something like a clam shell. She came running up to me and said she thought I looked wonderful and 
the sight of me gave her such joy that she wanted to give me something. It was a gorgeous piece of 
handmade jewelry, a silver pendant necklace, with a giant piece of polished Amethyst at the end. It was far too 
valuable to hand to a stranger. And a week earlier I could never have kept it. But on my graduation day, I 
accepted it gratefully. And she gleefully skipped back to her clam shell and drove away.

~Lisa


